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About This Game

When a horrible accident unleashes waves of gravitational force across the planet, it cracks the crust and sends floating land
masses into the air. Guster; the son of man responsible, is charged with the task of setting things right.

gShift is a 2.5D puzzle-platformer with 99 maze levels across 10 types of terrain. There, you will come across 8 unique
obstacles that should take you somewhere in the range of 15 hours to deal with. Kick things off with a free demo, and then take

the deep and relaxing dive!
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Title: gShift
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
deadweight games
Publisher:
NEXUS Studios, Inc.
Release Date: 29 May, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 1GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 64MB Video Card

Storage: 400 MB available space

English
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A highly enjoyable SHMUP that plays like a much more intense Galaga. Beautiful neon aesthetics and a retro-arcade UI make
for a visually appealing package.

For me, this game has two major highlights:

1) Multiple ships that all feel noticeably different. Each one provides a distinct play style.

2) Three-player local co-op. Teaming up with friends is fun!

I have only one complaint through several hours of playtime: the game's difficulty does not scale reasonably. I have an easy time
wiping out the first several bosses. The second-to-last feels like triple that difficulty, and the final boss is exponentially more
difficult still. I don't consider the challenge a bad thing, but it feels cheap, as the game does not prepare you for the sudden
escalation in difficulty.

Even so, this one gripe is not enough to lower my opinion of the game. I recommend it, especially if you are a fan of the genre..
A cute puzzle game, I recommended especially for kids , Not that the puzzles are easy but
i think 'Machineers' have educational value.. the only con to this game is that there are around 6 or 5 women on your team.. none
of them you will have a relationship or etc.. sad

the rest excellent.. recommended. Simple game that once you get how it works, can entertain for a bit.. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K3YnaQ64ELY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=14&v=7BklfYknyxo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wB2ZYPsyMKs. Brilliant and rogue to the core, with tons of neat features. The developer is
clearly having fun making the game.
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Scroll-shooters that remove your weapon when you lose a life should not exist. It's compounding a punishment when there is
absolutely no need for it.

Also, I don't like the tactile feel of this game. Hitting enemies with weapons is unsatisfying, as there are often no hit markers
and even the basic enemies require multiple hits. Because of this, the game feels sluggish, even though the ship moves quite fast.

Visuals are pretty OK, but overal I just dislike too much about this game and can't recommend it to anyone. Get Xenoraid or
Saviours instead, if you haven played then yet - they are much, much better.. 3/10!

Open game and leave running = all achievements.. Wow, definitely one of the milestones of modern VR.. Expected something
like populous, was disappointed. It's just way too slow and clunky to be fun.. Fun litte breakout type game with funny
characters. I would recommend getting it with a discount but the developer seems amazing and it is really cheap so go and
support the dev !. Thumbs down only because I feel ten dollars is quite a lot to ask for this game
It's well polished with charming graphics and sound effects and gameplay is entertaining
but it follows the trend of many other rogue-likes available on Steam which have no progression system
what-so-ever quickly dropping this game in the pile with oldies like Berzerk, Donkey Kong and others that you
can emulate for free nowadays.

. This is an original, clever, witty game. The main characters are lovable, especialy when you are reminded how young and naive
they are. Every girl has her own personality and thus you have a variety of approaches for each situation - even if that means
that one of your girls way of solving the problem is hiding in the school bathroom for the next hour to smoke a cigarette.
The game is a delightful tale of growing up, claiming one's place in society all the while trying to shine light into the corrupt and
hypocritical lives of a small town in the 1960s.. This game is early access, and yes I know it's inspired by Super Smash Bros, and
maybe I don't know every character in this game, but I can enjoy a nice fighting game with the Goat from Goat Simulator and
Woodle Tree from Woodle Tree Adventures.
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